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Introduction

Welcome to Writer’s Stylus: Ruby!
You will lay the foundation for young writers to craft effective messages. As teacher and editor,
you play a critical role in your students’ development and identity as writers. You are inspiring
and equipping writers to produce writing that is worthy of attention. Foster an environment
of trust, motivation, and accountability to create a community of writers and to make your
coaching optimally effective.
Language mechanics provide background knowledge for the real work of writing: revision. If you
spend more time teaching mechanics than you do engaging students in writing and revising,
you will lose the essential focus of this instructional program. Teach the mechanics as means
to ends, not ends in themselves.
And don’t forget to coach your young writers. “The single most important, most effective,
and most valuable instruction a developing writer can receive is coaching by a caring expert.
Coaching is a person-to-person activity, a chance for a writer to interact about his work with
an interested individual.” Become the editor for your developing writers, and engage them in
this valuable activity as often as possible. That’s how, together with these materials, you can
develop writers, not just students who know their grammar.
STUDENT READINESS
Writer’s Stylus Ruby is designed for early writers—students who possess a developing
foundation of phonemic awareness, a growing understanding of letter-sound relationships,
and a basic use of reading, spelling, and writing skills. To be successful with the activities in
Unit 1, students need the following prerequisites:









ability to write upper and lowercase letters
sound-symbol knowledge of consonants
a developing understanding of vowel sound-symbol relationships
ability to blend sounds to read words
practice in using beginning and ending sounds of words as decoding clues
a basic and growing sight word vocabulary
ability to listen to and follow verbal directions

Students lacking these prerequisites can still function within Unit 1, but they should be
frequently partnered with a classmate or teaching assistant who can help with unit’s center
activities.
UNIT & LESSON COMPONENTS
The unit features mini-lessons with associated center activities. Teachers coach students
regularly to assess understanding and to provide instructive feedback to guide students through
knowledge, understanding, and utilization of skills. Each subsequent unit allows teachers to build
and review skills, promoting integration of skills into all areas of the classroom.
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COMPONENTS
MiniLesson 1

Center
Rotation 1

MiniLesson 2

Center
Rotation 2

Brain
Break

Center
Rotation 3

10-12 minutes

10 minutes

10-12 minutes

10 minutes

3 minutes

10 minutes

All components are detailed in the Writer’s Stylus Teacher Tablet: Ruby. In the unit’s early
lessons, the second mini-lesson provides an opportunity to teach or review handwriting
and/or phonics lessons. The brain break before the final rotation engages students in a
movement break before the final round. Use the activity to manage student energy so
that continued work and focus can occur in the last center rotation.
WEEK AT A GLANCE
DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

new instruction & new activities introduction

DAY 4

DAY 5

skill practice &
coaching

assessment

Each week has five days of lesson plans. The majority of new instruction and introduction
of new activities happens in Days 1-3. Day 4 allows for continued skill practice and
coaching. Day 5 provides time for assessing, which can be done quickly that day or added
to the end of Day 4. Each teacher’s schedule is different so weekly lessons are designed
with structure and scheduling flexibility.
ANIMAL FRIENDS
Visual cues help students with retention, transfer, and integration of new learning.
Additionally, emphasizing patterns enables stronger connections to form in the brain.
“Animal Friends” help first-grade students learn grammar and writing concepts. These
Animal Friends are experts on grammar concepts that relate to their natural behaviors.

Sydney

Let’s make sentences STRONG!

IV
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1

For example, spiders spin webs and use different
patterns to ensure their webs are strong. This
attribute is similar to what writers do when writing
different types of sentences. Such connections with
Animal Friends capture student attention and
increase engagement. Teachers just need to ask
questions, such as, “What tip has Sydney the Spider
given us about strong sentences?” and students can
quickly recall the associated concepts and principles.
Consistently use the Animal Friends as a teaching
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tool. For example, use them to review information from previous lessons and units, use
them as a warm-up activity to help students recall the information they will need to be
successful with an activity. Keep the animal friends visible as reminders of the principles
students need to mind. Have the animal friends at your coaching space and use them to
prompt recall, such as, “What did Sydney teach you about strong starts to sentences?”
GETTING STARTED: PRACTICAL TIPS
YY PREPARE CENTER MATERIALS
Look through each day’s material to identify and produce or gather the needed center
supplies.
YY ORGANIZE THE SPACE IN YOUR CLASSROOM and ESTABLISH EXPECTATIONS AND
ROUTINES for mini-lessons, centers, and coaching

• Mini-lessons
»» Have a place in your room where students can gather other than at their desks
»» Strategically assign seats in the meeting area so that each student can see
and focus the whole time. When students know where to go, transitions move
quickly and with ease.
»» Tell students to "follow the teaching with their eyes". They think about
whatever they are looking at.
»» When students come to the gathering area, they need to come quickly, quietly,
and ready to listen. You may have a hand signal that students mirror back
to show they are listening and ready to learn. Mini-lesson teaching should
be focused, direct, and efficient. You can only expect first graders to attend
closely to one activity for 6-12 minutes so make each minute count!
»» Set expectations for mini-lesson behavior:
MINI-LESSON EXPECTATIONS
Move quickly
and sit in
assigned seat

Keep eyes on
the teacher

Voice turned
off unless
called on by the
teacher

Listening ears
turn on

Brain ready to
learn

Hand raised
to take turns
speaking

uu Model what good learning looks like.
uu Talk about why the expectations are important for everyone to learn, grow,
and feel good.
uu Give class rewards to reinforce good choices. Notice and name good
behaviors of students and of the class as a whole while establishing
expectations.
uu Practice, practice, practice: establishing expectations the first week of
school is essential for maximizing learning the rest of the year.
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• Centers
»» Unit 1 is teaches students center learning routines and how to effectively
use time at centers. The center names remain the same throughout all units.
Most learning routines will also stay the same, but the skills and content will
change. Since most first graders cannot read directions, establishing learning
routines helps them function independently and focus their mental energy on
practicing the skill.
»» Carefully consider location, set up, clean up, and organization of each center. So
that students are focused, have easy access to materials, and adequate room
to work. Do students need to sit at their desks? Do students need floor space
to spread out? Do students need to easily share materials? Do students need
to be able to see the word wall or other learning tools hanging in the classroom?
As you introduce each center, teach students how to set up, clean up, and keep
their mind focused on the task at hand.
»» Think through effective and efficient transitions. Have the students practice
the transitions providing specific feedback, modeling correct/incorrect
behavior, and clearly communicating your expectations about how centers
should function and be returned to their original states once activities have
been completed.
»» Good classroom management makes centers highly effective.
CENTER EXPECTATIONS
Get started
right away

Stay in the
center's area

Work the
whole time

Use quiet
voices

Show respect
(for materials
and other
students)

Focus on your
writing goal
so your brain
can grow

• Coaching
In Writer’s Stylus, teachers frequently coach students during the writing process.
However, in an effort to build a strong foundation for writing, teachers will
regularly coach first-grade students through every part of a unit (mechanics,
revision skills, and genre).
Coaching is one of the most effective instructional strategies to maximize
student growth and build confidence. Coaching is most effective when both
the student and the teacher come prepared. Explain to students what they will
experience during coaching so they can be ready to participate. Model a sample
coaching session to show students what it looks like and why they should be
excited when it’s their turn. Talk about why it’s important to have writing goals
and to work toward achieving them.
Establish a space for coaching. Make sure it’s comfortable and provides space
for any teaching materials you may need to access to support students in their
learning.

VI
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It’s important to minimize interruptions while you are coaching students. Notice
why students typically interrupt you and find an independent strategy for
them to meet their own needs. One possibility: Assign an “ask me” student. The
student wears a special hat as a visual of his/her role. If students have questions,
they ask the “ask me” person first before interrupting the teacher.
YY UNDERSTAND "WORD WORK" - Its Purpose and Associated Activities
In Unit 1, Word Work holds a two-fold purpose: 1) reviewing handwriting and letter
identification, and 2) introducing or reviewing sight words. During weeks 1 and 2,
Word Work emphasizes handwriting (letter formation, sizing, spacing, et.) and
capital and lowercase letter identification. (Writer’s Stylus does not provide a
handwriting curriculum. Use other curriculum resources for handwriting instruction.)
During Week 3, students begin building a sight word vocabulary for writing.
Utilize mini-lessons inside the writing block for handwriting instruction and plan
student practice inside the Word Work center. A variety of handwriting and letter
identification practice routines are included, but feel free to use activities included
in your handwriting curriculum instead or a combination of both. Handwriting is part
of writing instruction so students discover why it is important to use upper or lower
case letters to communicate clearly. Students need to develop automaticity with
letter formation to free up working memory for spelling words and writing sentences.
Writer’s Stylus does not provide a phonics or a reading sight word curriculum. Feel
free to use the sight word scope and sequence built into your reading curriculum.
Materials, words, and instructional strategies for sight word building are included
here to help students gain automaticity spelling the words that are most frequently
used when writing. Some words are phonetic (“green words”) and others have
spellings that students must memorize (“red words”).
During Unit 1, use coaching time to 1) help students accurately form letters, 2) use
upper and lowercase letters with purpose, and 3) size and space letters appropriately
on the paper. Once students show independence with these handwriting skills,
differentiate the amount of handwriting practice for each student so that students
are not over-practicing when they could be growing in other areas (e.g., writing words
rather than letters in isolation). Again, Word Work holds a two-fold purpose in Unit 1.
Students start off practicing letter formation, and then begin working with sight
words. Some students may achieve efficient and effective handwriting skills and
only need to practice sight words. Other students will primarily practice sight words
when they practice handwriting, possibly focusing on fixing frequent letter reversals.
And others may be focused on strengthening handwriting skills while building
automaticity with a smaller number of sight words. Students move from writing
letters to writing words to writing complete sentences at different rates and need to
be challenged and supported regardless of their developmental stage.
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NOTE
Writer’s Stylus materials and levels are identified by gemstone titles. While Ruby is
designed with Grade 1 in mind, it may be effective with students of other ages*. For that
reason, the Grade 1 association is not overtly presented on or in the Student Portfolio.
The term portfolio represents the intent of the student materials; it should serve as a
collection that represents a student writer’s development.
QUESTIONS
If, as you move through this exciting year, you have questions, please contact us:
info@clerestorylearning.com
Let’s provide the inspiration and tools young writers need to influence the world through writing
that is worthy of attention!
Kevin D. Washburn, Ed.D.

*THE WRITER’S STYLUS COLLECTION
The following Writer’s Stylus “Gems” are designed with these levels in mind:
Grade 1 - Ruby
Grade 2 - Cobalt (coming soon)
Grade 3 - Emerald
Grade 4 - Citrine
Grade 5 - Slate
Grade 6 - Coral
Grade 7 - Amethyst (coming soon)
Grade 8 - Malachite (coming soon)

VIII
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Unit 6
MECHANICS

ACQUAINTANCE & ANALYSIS

PRE-INSTRUCTION CHECKLIST

Expository: Short Story

 Initial exposure   Mastery;
▩ Maintenance



WRITING ON DEMAND

Grammar: adjective identification		

ongoing group writing (teacher taking dictation),
all disciplines

GENRE
PATTERN & FOCUS

OBJECTIVE

Connections help things flow.

Given teacher support, each student writes a short
story, at least one paragraph in length, with a
problem or conflict resolved by the main character.

Expository: Short Story

MECHANICS
OBJECTIVES
Given teacher support, each student identifies pronouns.
Given teacher support, each student replaces selected nouns in sentences with appropriate pronouns.
Given teacher support, each student uses pronouns correctly in original sentences.
Given teacher support, each student writes a short story, at least one paragraph in length, with a problem or
conflict resolved by the main character.
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ART CREDITS

Credit noted here for items created by individuals/entities outside Clerestory Learning/Make Way for Books, LLC
TABLET PG

U6.13-18

U6.2

PTFLO PG

ART

photographs

CREDIT

unsplash.com
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WEEK 1 – DAY 1
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, you will need two sheets of chart paper and a set of chart markers. Students will
need Student Portfolio Pages 223-225 for the mini-lesson. The answer key is located on Teacher Tablet
pages U6.6-7.
No centers are used on this day.
Writer's
Unit 6 Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Unit 6

DIRECTIONS

Underline each pronoun in these sentences. The first one is done
Look
foratyou.
each underlined noun. Then:
1. Henry threw the football. He hoped Marcus would catch it.

Finding and Using Pronouns

me

they

he

she

them

it

hers

3. Mia jumped on her bike. She rode it to the park.

him
my

our

1

Delete the noun.

2 Choose a pronoun to replace it.
2. Kent and Collin went to the beach. They played soccer on the sand.
3
Insert the pronoun where the noun was.

Pronouns
I

Unit 6

DIRECTIONS

her

we

mine

his

their

4. I have a pepperoni pizza. How many of you like it?

The first one is done for you.
She
1. Mandy scored a goal. Mandy celebrated with her teammates.

5. A red crayon rolled across the floor. I picked it up.
2. The movie was funny. Will laughed all the way through the movie.
6. Luke and Ava want to see the puppy. They are coming over after school.

What is a pronoun?

Which pronoun is used in this example? What noun does it replace?

Can you find the pronouns in the following examples. (HINT: Look carefully. Some
sentences may have more than one!)

Seth and Nate have a cat. They feed it every morning.
Jenny knocked on the front door.
I asked her to come over for the party

Will Jake be at the game? He always saves me a seat.

223

3. Ryan and Nikki went to the ice cream shop. Ryan and Nikki both ordered
hot fudge sundaes.

4. My class went to recess early. My class enjoyed ten extra minutes outside!

5. Brent takes swimming lessons. Brent hopes to be in the Olympics
someday.

6. Darius chose the trombone. Darius wants to be in the marching band.

225
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Maria rode a bus to school.
She always sat next to Abby.

224
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Can you find the pronoun in this example?
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A pronoun is a word that replaces a noun in a sentence.

Portfolio Pages 223-225

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text from any
age-appropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Zorro Gets an Outfit,
9781742761213, https://www.mwf books.com/Titles/view/7896.) If time allows, read a complete short
story to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of
words and how he/she uses them to get the reader interested. Continue the discussion for as long as the
students find things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Write the word nouns in the center of one sheet of chart paper. Ask the students what they remember
about nouns. As they share correct information (e.g., nouns name a person, place, or thing), add details
to the paper chart, leaving space on the left side of the word nouns to add “Pro” later. Ask the students
to identify examples of nouns from each category (e.g., school for place, dog for thing). Draw pictures of
the students’ suggestions on the paper chart.

U6.4
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Once you have reviewed nouns thoroughly, add “Pro” to the front of nouns, forming the word Pronouns.
Ask the students if the word nouns is still visible. Explain that pronouns are words that have something
to do with nouns. Write the following sentences for the students to see:
Mrs. Smith was sick yesterday. Mrs. Smith stayed home.
Ask the students what they notice about the sentences, specifically, the subject in each sentence
(Mrs. Smith). Read the sentences again, emphasizing the repetition of Mrs. Smith. Ask the students
if they can think of a way to keep the second sentence but not repeat Mrs. Smith. if necessary, use
additional questioning to guide the students to suggest She as a replacement. Use the delete editing
mark to remove “Mrs. Smith” from the second sentence, and then use the caret to add “She.” Read the
two sentences again. Ask the students if the sentences now sound better.
Explain that she is a pronoun. Ask the students what the word did in the second sentence (It replaced
Mrs. Smith.) Explain that pronouns are words that take the place of nouns. They help writers
communicate without constantly repeating nouns. Further explain that a writer can use a pronoun
anyplace a noun could be used as long as the reader will know what noun the pronoun refers to. Refer to
the sample sentences again. Point out how the writer made it clear that the pronoun she is referring to
Mrs. Smith. Read the sentences to the students with she in both sentences:
She was sick yesterday. She stayed home
Ask the students if there is a problem now with the sentences. (It is unclear who she is.) Explain that this
is why a writer should use pronouns carefully, always making sure the meaning is clear to the reader.
On the second paper chart, write the word Pronouns in the center. Call out pronouns randomly and add
them to the paper chart: I, we, he, she, they, them, him, her, us, our, your, their, me, my.
Choose another noun from your first paper chart (e.g., pencil) and use it in a new sentence pair, such as:
John lost a pencil. John looked for the pencil everywhere.
Ask the students to help you identify the nouns in each sentence. (They are underlined above.) Direct
the students to the list of pronouns and ask them if there is one that could be used in the second
sentence. When he or it is suggested, model thinking about using it. For example:
Hmm, he could be used to replace John in my second sentence. But if I do that, will my readers know
who the pronoun is referring to? Will they know that he is John? Well, I identified John in the first
sentence, so, yes, I think my readers will know that he is John. So, I am going to delete John from the
second sentence and add He.
Do the same type of thinking with the second pronoun.
Point to the nouns the students suggested for the first paper chart. Ask the students which pronoun(s)
could be used to replace each of the persons and things listed.
Direct the students to Student Portfolio Page 223-225 and display a copy of each page as it is used.
Review the information on page 223. Then review the directions and complete the two exercises pages
224-225 together. Use the activities to reinforce and deepen student understanding of pronouns.
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DIRECTIONS
Underline each pronoun in these sentences. The first one is done for you.
1. Henry threw the football. He hoped Marcus would catch it.
2. Kent and Collin went to the beach. They played soccer on the sand.
3. Mia jumped on her bike. She rode it to the park.
4. I have a pepperoni pizza. How many of you like it?
5. A red crayon rolled across the floor. I picked it up.
6. Luke and Ava want to see the puppy. They are coming over after school.
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Unit 6

DIRECTIONS
Look at each underlined noun. Then:

1

Delete the noun.

2

Choose a pronoun to replace it.

3

Insert the pronoun where the noun was.

The first one is done for you.
She
1. Mandy scored a goal. Mandy celebrated with her teammates.

it
2. The movie was funny. Will laughed all the way through the movie.

hot fudge sundaes.

We
4. My class went to recess early. My class enjoyed ten extra minutes outside!

He
5. Brent takes swimming lessons. Brent hopes to be in the Olympics
someday.

He
6. Darius chose the trombone. Darius wants to be in the marching band.

225
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They
3. Ryan and Nikki went to the ice cream shop. Ryan and Nikki both ordered
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WEEK 1 – DAY 2
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

NOTES
For the Word Work: Review Test Center, you will need one set of word cards for each pair of students
that will be in the center at one time [Teacher Tablet Pages U6.11-U.6 12]. NOTE: The words this week
are all review words, so you may have cards for them from previous units. The words are: before, does,
where, were, one, some, would, could, been, work, word, and only. Add a number, 1-12, on the back of each
card. Students will use Student Portfolio Pages 226-228 at the center.

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student
Unit 6
Portfolio

Use the lines below to write each word on the card correctly.

Word Work: Review Test

7

DIRECTIONS
As your partner calls out the words, write them on the lines below and on the
next page. Make sure the number on the word card matches the number where
you write the word.

8

10
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226

3
4
5
6

11
12
DIRECTIONS

228

227
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9
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1

Work with your partner to check your work. Circle any words you spelled
incorrectly.
Find the word cards for the words that you spelled incorrectly. Use the card to
help you write each one correctly on the next page.

Portfolio Pages 226-228

For the Sentence Building: Pronoun Pictures Center, you will need the Pronoun Picture set of
photographs [Teacher Tablet Pages U.13-U.18]. If possible, print these in color. Students will use
Student Portfolio Pages 229-230 at the center.

U6.8
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Unit 6

Choose two nouns (or names) from your T-chart on page 229. Write them here:

Sentence Building: Pronoun Pictures
DIRECTIONS
Write the number of the photograph you are looking at here:

© 2018-2019 Clerestory Learning/Make Way for Books, LLC. All rights reserved. • writersstylus.com (1910)

NAME
NOUN

Nouns

List the nouns you see in the photograph. If there are people in
the photograph, make up names for them.

229

230
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Pronouns

List the pronouns that could
replace each of the nouns you
listed.

Write a sentence that uses both nouns or names.

Write the two pronouns that can replace the nouns or names you used.

Now, write another sentence that uses pronouns to replace the nouns or names.

Portfolio Pages 229-230

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text from any
age-appropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Whistle for Willie,
9780140502022, https://www.mwf books.com/Titles/view/8014.) If time allows, read a complete short
story to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of
words and how he/she uses them to get the reader interested. Continue the discussion for as long as the
students find things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Word Work: Red Word Review
Explain that the Word Work centers this week focus on review words. Show the students the word cards,
one at a time, and brief ly discuss each one. Spend a little time reviewing the difference between where
and were.
Show the students the numbers on the back of the cards. Direct the students to Student Portfolio
Pages 226-228 and explain that the numbers on the back of the word cards match the numbers down
the side of the portfolio page. Explain that in the center, the students will work in pairs. One student
will read the words in order to his/her partner. The partner should spell the word as correctly as
possible and write it on the correct blank of the portfolio page. After one partner has given all the
words and the other partner has spelled all the words, together they should check the spelling. The
partner who wrote the words should circle any that are not spelled correctly. Then, as directed at the
bottom of the page, the student should find the card for each misspelled word and rewrite the word
correctly on Student Portfolio Page 228 while looking at the card.
Then the partners should switch roles and repeat the process. Explain that the reason for this activity
is to help each student identify the words he/she needs to review the most. If time allows, the partners
may take turns picking a card and quizzing their partner verbally on the review word’s spelling.
Finally, explain that half of the class will be working in the Word Work Center, and the other half will
meet with you to explore a new center.
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Sentence Building: Pronoun Pictures , Part 1
MATERIALS: Have chart paper ready, along with photographs [Teacher Tablet Pages U6.13-U6.18].
DIRECTIONS: Display a T-chart for the students to see. (One drawn on chart paper will work, or
display and work on Student Portfolio Pages 229-230. You will need to display the completed T-chart on
Day 3.) Show the students one of the photographs from the Pronoun Pictures set (Teacher Tablet Pages
U6.13-U6.18. Then, model how to identify the nouns in the photograph. For example:
I am going to try to identify all the nouns in this photograph. Let me see. Well, I see three children, two girls
and a boy. I am going to give them names. So, these children are Emma, Riley, and Liam. (Write these
on the left side of the T-chart.) I also see buckets. (Add this to the left side of the T-chart.) And I see
sunglasses. (Add this to the left side of the T-chart.) Now, on the right side of my T-chart, I am going to
list pronouns I could use for each of these nouns. So for Emma, I could use she. (Add she to the right side
of the T-chart.) For Riley, I could also use she…
Continue modeling until all the nouns have possible pronouns.
Direct the students to Student Portfolio Pages 229-230. Explain that the T-chart there is where the
students will write down the nouns and pronouns for one of the photographs. Point out the number on the
photograph and the place on the portfolio page for the students to record it. Emphasize that this is important
because the students will need to find the same photograph on Day 3. Explain that today, they will not write
the sentences on page 230.
Distribute one photograph to every 2-3 students. Allow them to work together to identify the nouns
and possible pronouns for each.

Center Rotations
Review the center expectations. Tell each student at which center he/she will start. Send one group at a
time to its assigned center. Each rotation should last about 15-20 minutes.

CENTER
1

Word Work
2

Sentence Building

ACTIVITY
Red Word Review — See mini-lesson for details.

Pronoun Pictures, Part 1

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Get the students in the Word Work Center started, and then work with those in the Sentence Building:
Pronoun Pictures Center. See mini-lesson for details.

U6.10
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CTR—Word Work: Red Word Review

before does
where were
one some

U6.12

Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet
CTR—Word Work: Red Word Review

would could
been work
word only
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Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet
CTR—Sentence Buildinng: Pronoun Pictures

Unit 6 • Week 1 – Day 3

WEEK 1 – DAY 3
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.
Unit 6

NOTES

before

For the Word Work: Review Roll & Write
Center, you will need a pair of dice for each pair
of students at the center. Students will also use
Student Portfolio Pages 231-232 at the center.

where

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

would

For the Sentence Building: Pronoun Pictures
Center, you will need the Pronoun Picture
set of photographs [Teacher Tablet Pages
U6.13-U6.18]. (These are the same photographs
used in Day 2.) Students will also use Student
Portfolio Pages 229-230 and 233-234 at the
center.

been

could

one

some
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232

TEACHING NOTES

work

word

only

Portfolio Pages 231-232

Unit 6

Sentence Building: Pronoun Pictures
DIRECTIONS
Writer's
Stylus: Ruby—Student
Write the number of the photograph you are
looking
at here: Portfolio

Pronouns

List the pronouns that could
replace each of the nouns you
listed.

Choose two nouns (or names) from your T-chart on page 229. Write them here:

Write a sentence that uses both nouns or names.
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NAME

230

NOUN

Nouns

229
List the nouns you see in the photograph. If there are people in
the photograph, make up names for them.

Engage students in Acquaintance and
Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text
from any age-appropriate, illustrated, fictional
book will likely work. (One possibility: When
the Library Lights Go Out, 9781416980285,
https://www.mwf books.com/Titles/
view/7230.) If time allows, read a complete
short story to the students. Discuss what
makes the sentences interesting. Talk about
the writer’s choice of words and how he/
she uses them to get the reader interested.
Continue the discussion for as long as the
students find things in the sentences to talk
about.

does

Write the two pronouns that can replace the nouns or names you used.

Now, write another sentence that uses pronouns to replace the nouns or names.

Portfolio Pages 229-230, and 233-234
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Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet

Mini-Lesson
Briefly remind the students how to use the Word Work: Review Roll & Write Center. (It is the same process
as the regular Roll & Write centers.)
Explain that today, the students will be using pronouns to form sentences in the Sentence Building:
Pronoun Pictures Center, and then working with a different photograph in the center.

Sentence Building: Pronoun Pictures, Part 2
MATERIALS: Have chart paper ready, along with photographs [Teacher Tablet Pages U6.13-U6.18].
DIRECTIONS: Display a T-chart for the students to see. Review the nouns and pronouns you identified
during modeling on Day 2. Then model using them to form a sentence pair. For example:
I want to write a pair of sentences about this photograph. I have my nouns, and I have pronouns I can
possibly use. To help my reader, I am going to use just nouns in my first sentence. So let me see…Riley has a
bucket of water. I used two of the nouns from my chart in that sentence. Now that my reader knows what
nouns I am writing about, I can use pronouns in my second sentence. So, hmm…I know! She poured it over
Emma’s head! Let me see. Did I use two pronouns? Yes, I did: She and it. Do my readers know who she is?
Yes, because I named Riley in the first sentence. Do my readers know what it is? Yes, because I mentioned the
bucket of water in my first sentence. Let me read them together: Riley has a bucket of water. She poured
it over Emma’s head! That describes what is happening in the photo, and I used pronouns in my second
sentence.
Direct the students back to Student Portfolio Page 229. Tell them to review the nouns and pronouns
in their charts. Then direct them to page 230. Explain that they should form a pair of sentences like
you did. They should use nouns in the first sentence, and pronouns in the second sentence. Allow
the students to work together with their partners from Day 2 to complete the sentences. Support and
challenge as necessary.
If time allows, direct the students to Student Portfolio Page 230 and allow them to begin working,
individually or with a partner, on another sentence pair for the same photograph.

Center Rotations
Review the center expectations. Tell each student at which center he/she will start. Send one group at a
time to its assigned center. Each rotation should last about 15-20 minutes.

CENTER
1

Word Work
2

Sentence Building

ACTIVITY
Review Roll & Write — Student Portfolio Pages 231-232.

Pronoun Pictures, Part 2 — see Teacher Tablet page U6.20 for details.

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Get the students in the Word Work Center started, and then work with those in the Sentence
Building: Pronoun Pictures Center. See mini-lesson for details.

U6.20
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WEEK 1 – DAY 4
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

NOTES

Writer's
Stylus: Ruby—Student
Write the number of the photograph you are
looking
at here: Portfolio

Pronouns

List the pronouns that could
replace each of the nouns you
listed.

Choose two nouns (or names) from your T-chart on page 233. Write them here:

Write a sentence that uses both nouns or names.
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NAME

233

NOUN

TEACHING NOTES

Sentence Building: Pronoun Pictures
DIRECTIONS

Nouns

For the Sentence Building: Pronoun
Pictures Center, you will need the Pronoun
Picture set of photographs [Teacher Tablet
Pages U6.13-U6.18]. (These are the same
photographs used in Days 2 and 3.) Students
will use Student Portfolio Pages 233-234 and
Pages 235-236 at the center.

Unit 6

List the nouns you see in the photograph. If there are people in
the photograph, make up names for them.

For the Word Work: Sight Words Center, you
need the sets of word cards used on previous
days [Teacher Tablet Pages U6.11-U.6 12].
These words are: before, does, where, were, one,
some, would, could, been, work, word, and only.

Write the two pronouns that can replace the nouns or names you used.

Now, write another sentence that uses pronouns to replace the nouns or names.

Engage students in Acquaintance and
Analysis with a sentences from a short story.
Text from any age-appropriate, illustrated,
fictional book will likely work. (One possibility:
Tractor Mac Learns to Fly, 9780374305376,
Portfolio Pages 233-236
https://www.mwf books.com/Titles/view/9053.)
If time allows, read a complete short story to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences
interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of words and how he/she uses them to get the reader
interested. Continue the discussion for as long as the students find things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
Briefly review the directions for the Word Work Center. (Students are simply quizzing one another verbally
on the spelling of the review words.)
Based on your review of the students’ work on Day 3, review pronouns and/or the process of converting the
photo and accompanying t-chart into sentence pairs. Explain that the students will continue working in the
Sentence Building: Pronoun Pictures Center today.
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Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet

Center Rotations
Review the center expectations. Tell each student at which center he/she will start. Send one group at a time
to its assigned center. Each rotation should last about 15-20 minutes.

CENTER
1

Word Work

2

Sentence Building

ACTIVITY
Sight Words — Students quiz one another on spelling the sight words.
Pronoun Pictures — Students should complete their second sentence pairs
[Student Portfolio Pages 233-234], and begin working with a third photograph
[Student Portfolio Pages 235-236]. As they begin working with the third
photograph, move the students toward as much independence as possible.
(This will vary from student to student.) Allow those who need it to work with
a partner; have those who can work on their own. Support and challenge as
necessary.

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Get the students in the Word Work Center started, and then work with those in the Sentence Building:
Pronoun Pictures Center. See Center Rotations for details.

U6.22
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WEEK 1 – DAY 5
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

NOTES
This lesson provides an opportunity for assessment of sight word spellings. It also provides an opportunity for
students to complete any unfinished center work from the week. The form for the sight word assessment can
be found on Teacher Tablet Pages U6.24-U6.25.

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text from any ageappropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: There’s an Alligator Under My
Bed, 9780803703742, https://www.mwf books.com/Titles/view/9109.) If time allows, read a complete
short story to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s
choice of words and how he/she uses them to get the reader interested. Continue the discussion for as
long as the students find things in the sentences to talk about.
Following the Sight Word Assessment, have the students finish any incomplete center work from
the week. Conference brief ly with each student to review his/her work for the week, focusing on the
sentence pairs from the Pronoun Pictures Center. Use the opportunity to formatively assess each
student’s understanding of pronouns and their use.
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NAME
DIRECTIONS
On the lines below, write
the words your teacher
calls out for you.

1
2
3
4
5
6
U6.24
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page 2
On the lines below, write
the words your teacher
calls out for you.

7
8
9
10
11
12
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WEEK 2 – DAY 1
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, you will need a copy of Student Portfolio Page 238 so you can participate in the
activity.

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text from any ageappropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Stick, 9780142413036, https://
www.mwf books.com/Titles/view/7360.) If time allows, read a complete short story to the students.
Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of words and how he/she
uses them to get the reader interested. Also drew attention to elements of character (what the character
says, does, etc.) and story structure (goal, problem, outcome, etc.). Continue the discussion for as long
as the students find things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
You may want students at their desks for the first part of this mini-lesson.
Direct the students to Student Portfolio Page 238. Point out the three defined spaces on the page. Then tell
the students to draw the head and neck of a person in the top space. Encourage them to add details, such as
freckles, glasses, earrings—anything that will give the head and neck some personality.
After a couple minutes, give each student a sticky note and direct him/her to cover all of the head except the
very bottom of the neck. Tell the students that during the next step, they may not remove or look under the
sticky note. Once all the students have covered their drawings, have them pass their portfolios to a classmate.
Instruct the students to add a body to the drawing in the middle section of the portfolio page. They should do
this without looking at the head and neck. Encourage them to add details, such as shirt or dress color, rings on
fingers, suit coats—again, anything that will give the developing “person” some personality. As students finish
this step, distribute another sticky note so they can over both the top and middle sections, allowing just the
very bottom to show (so the next “artist” knows where to place legs and feet).
As before, have the students pass their portfolios to other classmates. This time, the students should draw legs
and feet. Encourage them to add details, such as pants color, pockets, anything sticking out of pockets, shoe
style and color—anything that adds final bits of personality to the “person.”
Then, without removing the sticky notes, have the students return the portfolios to their owners. Then the
sticky notes may be removed. Allow a few moments for the students to enjoy the results.
Direct the students to Student Portfolio Page 239 and instruct them to open the portfolio so that both pages
of the “Character Creation” activity are showing. Point out the three vertical columns and headers of the table
on Page 239. Using your “character” as an example, list the nouns you see in the illustration. (If necessary,
briefly review nouns.) Write these in the middle column. Instruct the students to do the same with their

U6.26
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“characters.” Make sure they list the nouns in the center column of the table.
Then, using your “character” to demonstrate, brainstorm and list 2-3 adjectives for each noun (e.g., a red shirt,
a bright shirt, a buttoned shirt). (If necessary, briefly review adjectives.) Write these in the left column. Instruct
the students to do the same with their “characters.” Make sure they list the adjectives in the left column of the
table.
Again, using your character to demonstrate, brainstorm verbs what your “character” might do (e.g., runs, hikes,
reads, plays, climbs). (If necessary, briefly review verbs.) Write these in the right column. Instruct the students
to do the same with their “characters.” Make sure they list the verbs in the right column of the table.
Finally, model how to convert adjectives, a noun, and a verb into a sentence. For example: The boy in the red,
buttoned shirt hikes up mountains every Saturday. Write your sentence.
Instruct the students to circle their favorite adjective, noun, and a verb from their chart on Student Portfolio
page 239, and then write them on page 240. Tell the students they will write a sentence for their “characters”
using these words. Have the students write their sentences on page 240.
Allow a few students to share their “characters” and sentences. Explain that in future days, the students will
have an opportunity to create characters completely on their own.
Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Character Creation 1

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Unit 6

DIRECTIONS

DIRECTIONS

Follow your teacher’s directions.

ADJECTIVES

NOUNS

Review your chart on page 239. Circle your favorite noun, an adjective that
describes that noun, and a verb. Write them below.

VERBS

ADJECTIVE

DIRECTIONS

NOUN

VERB

Follow your teacher’s directions. (Your classmates will be helping you with this
activity!)

238

239

240
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Now, use these in a sentence about your character. (You may give your
character a name if you want to!)

Portfolio Pages 238-240
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WEEK 2 – DAY 2
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

NOTES
For both the Sentence Building: Character Creation and Mechanics: Pronoun Practice centers, the
students will use Student Portfolio Pages 242-247. Students will also need colored pencils or crayons for the
Sentence Building: Character Creation Center.
For the Mechanics: Pronoun Practice Center, you will need to display a copy of Student Portfolio
Pages 245-247.
Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Unit 6

DIRECTIONS

Character Creation 2

DIRECTIONS

List nouns, adjectives, and verbs, just like you did for your first character.

ADJECTIVES

NOUNS

Review your chart on page 243. Circle your favorite noun, an adjective that
describes that noun, and a verb. Write them below.

VERBS

ADJECTIVE

DIRECTIONS

NOUN

VERB

Use the space below to create your own character. Add any details that will
make your character interesting.

242

243

244
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Now, use these in a sentence about your character. (You may give your
character a name if you want to!)

Portfolio Pages 242-244
Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Unit 6

Mechanics: Pronoun Practice

What is a pronoun?
A pronoun is a word that replaces a noun in a sentence.

Unit 6

DIRECTIONS

DIRECTIONS

Look at each underlined noun. Then:

Read these sentences. What is wrong?

1

Delete the noun.

2

Choose a pronoun to replace it.

3

Insert the pronoun where the noun was.

She went camping with her family. She loved sleeping under the stars!

How would you make the meaning of these sentences clearer for a reader? Write
your revision on the lines below. (HINT: Who is she? Give her a name.)

The first one is done for you.

DIRECTIONS

She
1. Mandy scored a goal. Mandy celebrated with her teammates.

Underline each pronoun in these sentences. The first one is done for you.
1. Henry threw the football. He hoped Marcus would catch it.

2. Emma found a backpack. Emma took the backpack to the school office.

5. Only one piece of birthday cake was left. I ate it.
6. Miss Newton studies the stars. She has a large telescope at home.

TURN THE PAGE

H

245

246
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4. Coach Wilson ran to the field. He was late for soccer practice.
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3. Mason and Logan went to the library. They took a wagon with them.

3. Oliver and Layla raced down the track. Oliver and Layla crossed the finish

247

line together.
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2. Kate and Zoe saw the lost kitten. They followed it down the sidewalk.

4. My family had pancakes for supper! My family likes breakfast for supper
sometimes.

5. Noah saw the dog. The dog was hiding in the bushes.

6. Harper and I went to the bookstore. Harper and I met our favorite author
there!
TURN THE PAGE

H

Portfolio Pages 245-247

U6.28
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TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text from any
age-appropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Russell the Sheep,
9780060598488, https://www.mwf books.com/Titles/view/6828.) If time allows, read a complete
short story to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s
choice of words and how he/she uses them to get the reader interested. Also drew attention to elements
of character (what the character says, does, etc.) and story structure (goal, problem, outcome, etc.).
Continue the discussion for as long as the students find things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Review the “Character Creation” activity from Day 1, emphasizing the sequence of drawing the character,
listing the nouns, adjectives, and verbs, and then developing a sentence. Explain that today, the students
will do the exact same thing, except they will get to draw the character completely. Direct them to Student
Portfolio Pages 242-244 (Character Creation 2). Point out the sections for each part of the activity.
Then direct the students to Student Portfolio Pages 245-247 (Mechanics: Pronoun Practice). Explain that you
will be working with the students on completing the exercises on the pages.

Center Rotations
Review the center expectations. Tell each student at which center he/she will start. Send one group at a time
to its assigned center. Each rotation should last about 15-20 minutes.

CENTER
1

Sentence Building

2

Mechanics

ACTIVITY
Character Creation — Student Portfolio Pages 242-244.
See mini-lesson for details.

Pronoun Practice — Direct the students to Student Portfolio Pages 245-247
and display a copy of each page. Review the information at the top of the page.
Then review the directions and complete the exercises together. Use the
activities to reinforce and deepen student understanding of pronouns.

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Get the students in the Sentence Building: Character Creation Center started, and then work with those in
the Mechanics: Pronoun Practice Center.
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WEEK 2 – DAY 3
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, you will need to display your “Character Creation” results, both the character and the
adjective-noun-verb chart, from Day 1. You will also need a bubble map drawn on chart paper, like the one
on Student Portfolio Page 248. Students will use Student Portfolio Pages 248-249 for the Storytelling:
Character Characteristics Center.
For the Sentence Building: Pronoun Sentences Center, the students will use Student Portfolio
Pages 250-251.
Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Character Characteristics

Sentence Building: Pronoun Sentences
DIRECTIONS

Unit 6

LOOKS

ACTIONS

Unit 6

Read each sentence, and notice the underlined noun. Then write a second
sentence that uses a pronoun to replace that noun.
pronoun
you use.
4. I Circle
saw a the
fox this
morning.
The first one has been done for you.

Character Introduction

1. Molly fed the cat.

LOOKS

Then she went to
school.

DIRECTIONS
LOOKS

When your teacher tells you to, use the lines to write an introduction for your
character.

5. My family likes to read.

DOES NOT LIKE

LOOKS

LOOKS

Portfolio Pages 248-249

2. Carter kicked the soccer ball.

251
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6. My dad founnd the car keys.

3. Jack and Nora play the piano.

Portfolio Pages 250-251

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text from any ageappropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: A Mighty Fine Time Machine,
9781620916056, https://www.mwfbooks.com/Titles/view/8737.) If time allows, read a complete short story
to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of words and how
he/she uses them to get the reader interested. Also drew attention to elements of character (what the character
says, does, etc.) and story structure (goal, problem, outcome, etc.). Continue the discussion for as long as the
students find things in the sentences to talk about.

U6.30
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Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Show the students your “Character Creation” from Day 1. Brief ly discuss the adjectives, nouns, and
verbs you listed for your character.
Display Student Portfolio Page 248. Explain that the organizer on the page is going to help you think
some more about your character. If you haven’t already, give your character a name and write it in the
center box of the organizer.
Direct the students to the “LOOKS” box on the organizer. Explain that this section of the organizer
gives you a chance to think about how your character looks. Model thinking about your character and
adding details to the organizer. For example:
So, I am going to look closely at my character and at my list of adjectives. I see that I wrote that my
character is tall because his legs look very long. I am going to write “tall” in the “looks” area of my
organizer. Now let me see, what else is important about my character’s looks?
Continue modeling until 2-3 details are added to each section of the organizer. For the “actions”
section, refer to the verbs column of the table. For the other two areas, model imagining what your
character likes and dislikes, and add these details to the corresponding sections of the organizer.
(NOTE: Save your organizer for use on Day 4!)
Explain that the students will be doing this type of thinking with their original characters on Student
Portfolio Page 248.
Direct the students to Student Portfolio Pages 250-251 and review the directions together. Explain that
this page will be the second center today.

Center Rotations
Review the center expectations. Tell each student at which center he/she will start. Send one group at a time
to its assigned center. Each rotation should last about 15-20 minutes.

CENTER
1

Storytelling
2

Sentence Building

ACTIVITY
Character Characteristics — Student Portfolio Pages 248-249.
See mini-lesson for details.

Pronoun Sentences — Student Portfolio Pages 250-251.

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Move between the two centers as much as possible, offering support and challenge as necessary.
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Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet

WEEK 2 – DAY 4
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, you will need your “Character Characteristics” bubble map from Day 3 (the one you used
to model use of the organizer). Students will use Student Portfolio Page 249 (Character Introduction) for the
mini-lesson.
There are no centers used in today’s lesson.

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text from any
age-appropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: The Man With the Violin,
9781554515646, https://www.mwfbooks.com/Titles/view/8846.) If time allows, read a complete short story
to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of words and how
he/she uses them to get the reader interested. Also drew attention to elements of character (what the character
says, does, etc.) and story structure (goal, problem, outcome, etc.). Continue the discussion for as long as the
students find things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
If necessary, give the students a few minutes to complete their “Character Characteristics” bubble map
on Student Portfolio Page 248.
Display your “Character Characteristics” bubble map for the students to see. Brief ly review the details
you listed on the organizer. Then model using the bubble map to develop an introduction for your
character. For example:
Okay, so I see that I said my character, whose name is Jayce, is tall, skinny, and likes to wear red shirts.
So, to introduce my character, I might write:
My name is Jayce. I am tall and skinny. My favorite color is red, and I like to wear red shirts.
Now, I want to tell my reader other details about my character. I said that Jayce likes being outdoors,
and I said one of his actions is hiking. So, I am going to write:
I like to hike and spend time outdoors.
Hmm, maybe I can mention a specific hike that Jayce took:
On Saturday, I hiked up Oak Mountain. The view from the top was beautiful!
Let me see, what other details should I tell my reader about Jayce?…
Continue modeling until a complete introduction (probably 6-8 sentences) is complete.

U6.32
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Direct the students to Student Portfolio Page 249. Explain that they will use the space on the page to
write an introduction of their characters. They should use their bubble maps on Page 248 to help them
write the introduction. (Note: the purpose of this activity is to encourage deeper thinking about the
character before the students use it in a story.)
Give the students time to work. Move around the room, supporting and challenging as necessary.
If time allows, have a few students share their character introductions with the class.
Explain that in Week 3, the students will have an opportunity to put their characters into stories.

WEEK 2 – DAY 5
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
No centers are used in this lesson.
This lesson introduces a pattern (Sometimes it takes many tries to solve a problem.) that is illustrated by story
structure. If you are using the Foundations & Frameworks Instructional Reading Program, you may use the
pattern from that program and repeat or review the experience used to establish it.
For the mini-lesson, you may need special materials. See mini-lesson for details. You will also need chart
paper.

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text from any ageappropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Imogene’s Antlers, 9780517562420,
https://www.mwfbooks.com/Titles/view/8417.) If time allows, read a complete short story to the students.
Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of words and how he/she uses
them to get the reader interested. Also drew attention to elements of character (what the character says, does,
etc.) and story structure (goal, problem, outcome, etc.). Continue the discussion for as long as the students
find things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
Before the lesson begins, create a “problem.” For example, put a bag of snacks out of reach, maybe
tucked into a ceiling tile.
Tell the students that you have a problem. Explain the problem to the students (EX-ex). Draw the story
structure graphic organizer onto the chart paper for students to see. Model completing the Who and
What (Problem) sections. For example:
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Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet

Okay, so I have a problem. I brought little baggies of pretzels for all of you, but somehow, the bag I
have them in got stuck in the ceiling! Hmm, I am going to organize the details of this situation. Here
I have a story structure organizer. The first column is “Who.” So who has the problem? I do! I am
going to write my name in the “Who” column. (Add your name to the organizer.) The next column
says, “What?” and it tells me that I should put the problem in this section. So what is my problem?
My snacks are stuck in the ceiling! I am going to add that to the “What” section. (Add the problem to
the organizer.)
Brainstorm possible (but unsuccessful) solutions. Model adding these to the organizer. For example:
Hmm, how could I get the snacks down from the ceiling? I know, I have cotton balls here. Maybe I
can throw cotton balls at the bag and make it fall! I am going to try that. (Try the solution.) Hmm,
that didn’t work. Let me add this to my organizer. The next section says, “Tries & Blocks.” Well, I
tried throwing cotton balls at the bag, but they weren’t heavy enough to make the bag fall. Let me
add these details to the organizer. (Add a two-box flow chart in the “Tries & Blocks” column. In the
first box write your try—e.g., “Threw cotton balls at the bag.” In the second box write the block—e.g.,
“The cotton balls were too light to make the bag fall.”) Hmm, what else could I try? I know, I will
stand on my tiptoes and stretch to reach the bag!…
Continue modeling and adding to the chart, making each attempt and block its own mini f low chart
within the “Tries & Blocks” column.
Finally, model resolving the problem. For example:
Hmm, I wonder what else I can try. Oh, I know! I have a yardstick in my closet. Maybe that will help.
(Use the yardstick to lift the ceiling tile, allowing the bag to drop.) A-ha! That is the solution. Let me
add this detail to my organizer. The last column says “Outcome.” I know that means I should write
how I solved the problem in that section. So, I am going to write: “I got my yardstick and used it to
life the ceiling tile. That made the bag drop, so I could get my snack.”
Review the information on the organizer with the students (EX-co). Then use the following questions
to guide students to the pattern:
• What happened? What was my problem? What did I try? How did I solve my problem?
• Let’s look at the organizer. How many tries did it take before I solved my problem?
• So, based on this information—that I had to try many things before solving the problem—what
pattern do we see?
Continue using questioning to help the students recognize the pattern (EX-el). Then state it for them:
Sometimes it takes many tries to solve a problem.
Ask the students if they can remember a time they had to try many things before solving a problem.
Allow a few students to share their experiences (EX-ap).
Explain that the organizer you used is called a Story Structure Table and that it helps a writer think
about a story he/she may want to write. Explain that in Week 3, the students will work on their own
Story Structure Tables.
If snacks were part of your problem, share them now.

U6.34
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WEEK 3 – DAY 1
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, you will need the chart paper pages with your “Character Creation” information
from Week 2.
For the Storytelling: Storyball Center, you will need a few sheets of chart paper with the Story
Structure Table drawn on each. (You will need one for each group that will be in the center.) You will
also need a soft, safe-to-toss ball. (A small sponge ball or stuffed ball will work.)

WHO

WHAT

TRY and BLOCK
Try

OUTCOME

Block

Story Structure Table

For the Revising & Editing: Character Letters Center, you will need one copy of each Character
Letter [Teacher Tablet Pages U6.42-U6.45] placed into a plastic sleeve. NOTE: Each pair of students
in the center will use one copy. You will also need dry erase markers at the center. One copy of each
answer key is also needed. Place the answer keys in a folder in the center.

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text from
any age-appropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Ira Sleeps Over,
9780395205037, https://www.mwf books.com/Titles/view/8013.) If time allows, read a complete short
story to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of
words and how he/she uses them to get the reader interested. Continue the discussion for as long as the
students find things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Remind the students of the problem that was solved in Day 5 of Week 2, and review the pattern statement:
Sometimes it takes many tries to solve a problem. Then re-display the chart paper pages with your “Character
Creation” information from Week 2. Review the details of your character with the students.
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Explain that since you have a character, you are thinking about writing a story. Again, remind the students of
the pattern statement. Explain that to create a story, your character needs to have a problem or a challenge that
he/she can try to solve or achieve.
Introduce the Story Structure Table [Teacher Tablet Page U6.35]. Explain that the organizer will help you
think about a story you could write. Using your character, model the thinking and use of the organizer. For
example:
I am going to use this organizer to help me think about a story I could write. The first column is
where I need to put the “who” of my story. Well, that would be my character! So I am going to write
my character’s name in that first column: Jayce. There, now I know who the main character of my
story will be.
Now the next columns says, “What (Problem).” Hmm, so I need a problem for Jayce to solve. Well,
I would like to include some soccer in my story, so what kind of soccer problem could Jayce have?
Hmm. What if I had Jayce get really nervous before soccer games? That would be a problem! I like
that, so I am going to write, “Gets very nervous before soccer games” in the “What (Problem)”
column.
Now, the next column has a few spaces in it. The column is where I should think about “Tries and
Blocks.” So, how could Jayce try to solve his problem? Hmm. Maybe he tries to distract himself and
not think about the soccer game. What might he try to use as a distraction? Hmm. Maybe he tries
tying and untying his shoes over and over again to distract him. Yeah, I like that. I think I could write
about that. So I am going to write, “Tries tying and untying shoes” in one of the “Try” boxes. Now
this first try isn’t going to work. I want my story to illustrate the pattern: Sometimes it takes many tries
to solve a problem. So why wouldn’t that work? I could have him get caught with his shoelaces untied
at the beginning of a game. That would be fun to write about! So in the “Block” box, I am going to
write, “Has shoes untied at the beginning of a game.” I could write about his shoe flying off as he runs
down the field. That could be an interesting event in my story!
Okay, now the next “Try” box leads to the “Outcome.” I know the “Outcome” column is where I will
write how my character solved his problem and found success. So what could Jayce try that would
be successful. Hmm. Maybe before each game, Jayce finds a quiet place, takes deep breaths, and
thinks about how fun it is to play soccer and how hard he has worked in practice. That might make
him feel more confident and less nervous. So I am going to write that in the next “Try” box: Finds a
quiet spot and thinks about fun and practice. So, if this try works, then I need to think about how I want
my story to end—to think about the “Outcome.” Well, Jayce tries this quiet spot idea, and he plays a
great game all the way through. In fact, he scores the winning goal. So I am going to write that in the
“Outcome” column: “He plays a great game and scores the winning goal for his team.” Now, let me
look at my organizer and the ideas for my story…
Review the organizer entries, emphasizing how it illustrates the pattern statement and forms the basic
information you need to write a story. Using the organizer, introduce the idea that stories have characters that
have a problem or challenge that they try to solve or accomplish and eventually do. Refer to examples from the
recent Acquaintance & Analysis stories. (Note: Save the completed Story Structure Table for use in Day 2.)
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Storytelling: Storyball Center
Explain that in the Storytelling: Storyball Center, you will help the students think about a story using the
Story Structure Table.

Storytelling: Storyball, Part 1
MATERIALS: Have a blank Story Structure Table drawn on chart paper for display.
DIRECTIONS: Show the students the blank Story Structure Table. Explain that you are going to work with
them to complete the table. Then engage the group in brainstorming each part of the organizer. Do this as
quickly as possible. Then explain that you will toss the ball to one of them and that when they catch the ball,
they need to come up with a sentence to add to the story.
The first student will state a sentence that has to do with the “Who” column—e.g., Nora loved going to
the library. As needed, help each student form an appropriate sentence. Once a workable sentence has
been stated, the student tosses the ball to another group member, and that member adds a sentence for
the next part of the organizer. For example, the second student adds a sentence that identifies a problem
or challenge—e.g., Nora walked to the library with her big brother, but the library was closed. This continues
until each student has contributed a sentence and the organizer has been completed. Then, referring to
the organizer and using as many of the students’ sentences as possible, retell the story to the students. If
necessary, add sentences to help the story flow and make sense.
The idea here is to help the students 1) learn to use the organizer, and 2) to form sentences from information
on the organizer. Get as much of a story completed as time will allow. Save the completed Story Structure
Table for use in Day 2.

Revising & Editing: Character Letters Center
Briefly explain the Revising & Editing: Character Letters Center. Show the students one of the letters.
Point out the list of errors at the bottom of the letter. Tell the students that after reading one of the letters, they
should work with a partner to find all the errors and use their revising and editing marks to correct them. They
should continue working with their partners until all the errors have been found. (Note: The answer key is
available on Teacher Tablet Pages U6.42-U6.45).

Center Rotations
Review the center expectations. Tell each student at which center he/she will start. Send one group at a
time to its assigned center. Each rotation should last about 15-20 minutes.

CENTER
1

Storytelling
2

Revising & Editing

ACTIVITY
Storyball, Part 1 — see inset for details.

Character Letters — See the mini-lesson for details. The students should
complete one letter per center visit.

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Get the students in the Revising & Editing Center started, and then work with those in the Storytelling:
Storyball Center. See Center Rotations for details.
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CTR—Revising & Editing: Character Letters

September 14 2020
dear monster murray
Why do you have three eyes. You must see everything!
i think you could help my teacher. You could keep track of
all the students.

U6.38
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also, i’m wondering what it is like to have so many arms.
How do you decide which one to use. Our teacher,
mrs. thomas, could put all your arms to work. You could
grab and grade a lot of papers super fast.
I think you would like camp creek elementary School. I will
ask Mr. marcus, our principal, if you can come. would you
like to visit us one day.
Your Friend
aiden

DID YOU FIND:
14 capitalization errors?
3 incorrect end marks?

CAN YOU INSERT:
3 missing commas?
3 good adjectives?

dear cowgirl carrie
You look like you are a lot of fun! have you ever been
country line dancing. It is so much fun? I like to go with my

Unit 6 • Week 3 – Day 1
CTR—Revising & Editing: Character Letters

April 4 2021

friends to Cowboy carl’s on saturday afternoons. they have

are big and scary? Maybe I will try when i am older.
Do you live on a farm? What is your favorite animal? i think
it would be fun to live on a farm and milk the cows. fresh
chocolate milk sounds delicious!
i hope you write back to me and tell me what you like to
do.
Your Friend
mila

DID YOU FIND:
14 capitalization errors?
4 incorrect end marks?

CAN YOU INSERT:
3 missing commas?
3 good adjectives?

U6.39

do you like to ride horses. I have never tried. i think horses
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a live band and everyone dances. We have the best time!

Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet
CTR—Revising & Editing: Character Letters

july 24 2011
dear dr. jackson
i met you at the hospital last week. I was visiting my
neighbor, miss aubrey. she fell off a ladder and broke her
leg. She is doing better now.

U6.40
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I liked talking with you about being a doctor. did you
always want to be one. you are good at your job? I like how
you helped Miss aubrey feel better.
I think i may want to be a doctor one day. what is best
thing about being a doctor. did it take a long time to
become one! Do you get to help people every day?
I know you are very busy. I hope you can write back
though. I am very interested in your
answers to my Questions.

DID YOU FIND:
16 capitalization errors?
4 incorrect end marks?

sincerely

CAN YOU INSERT:
3 missing commas?

lily

3 good adjectives?

dear mayor madison
thank you for visiting our school. I got excited when i heard
you were coming. my grandpa used to be a mayor. he knew

Unit 6 • Week 3 – Day 1
CTR—Revising & Editing: Character Letters

march 13 2022

everybody in the town?

to get people to vote for you. then you have to run the
town. It seems like a lot of work?
You said that you like talking to people in the town. who is
the most interesting person you have met. What do you
talk about with people in the town?
I am eager for you to write back.
I have some ideas i would like to
share with you.

DID YOU FIND:
15 capitalization errors?
4 incorrect end marks?

CAN YOU INSERT:

sincerely

3 missing commas?
3 good adjectives?

ryan

U6.41

could ever do your job. It seems very hard. First, you have
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when did you decide to become a mayor. I don’t think i

ANSWER KEY

Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet
CTR—Revising & Editing: Character Letters

September 14 2020
dear monster murray
Why do you have three eyes. You must see everything!

?

i think you could help my teacher. You could keep track of
all the students.

U6.42
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also, i’m wondering what it is like to have so many arms.
How do you decide which one to use. Our teacher,

?

mrs. thomas, could put all your arms to work. You could
grab and grade a lot of papers super fast.
I think you would like camp creek elementary School. I will
ask Mr. marcus, our principal, if you can come. would you
like to visit us one day.

?

Your Friend
aiden

DID YOU FIND:
14 capitalization errors?
3 incorrect end marks?

CAN YOU INSERT:
3 missing commas?
3 good adjectives?

dear cowgirl carrie
You look like you are a lot of fun! have you ever been
country line dancing. It is so much fun? I like to go with my

?

Unit 6 • Week 3 – Day 1
CTR—Revising & Editing: Character Letters

ANSWER KEY

April 4 2021

!

friends to Cowboy carl’s on saturday afternoons. they have

?

are big and scary? Maybe I will try when i am older.
.

Do you live on a farm? What is your favorite animal? i think
it would be fun to live on a farm and milk the cows. fresh
chocolate milk sounds delicious!
i hope you write back to me and tell me what you like to
do.
Your Friend
mila

DID YOU FIND:
14 capitalization errors?
4 incorrect end marks?

CAN YOU INSERT:
3 missing commas?
3 good adjectives?

U6.43

do you like to ride horses. I have never tried. i think horses
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a live band and everyone dances. We have the best time!

ANSWER KEY

Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet
CTR—Revising & Editing: Character Letters

july 24 2011
dear dr. jackson
i met you at the hospital last week. I was visiting my
neighbor, miss aubrey. she fell off a ladder and broke her
leg. She is doing better now.

U6.44
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I liked talking with you about being a doctor. did you
always want to be one. you are good at your job? I like how

?

you helped Miss aubrey feel better.

.

or !

I think i may want to be a doctor one day. what is best
thing about being a doctor. did it take a long time to

?

become one! Do you get to help people every day?

?

I know you are very busy. I hope you can write back
though. I am very interested in your
answers to my Questions.

DID YOU FIND:
16 capitalization errors?
4 incorrect end marks?

sincerely

CAN YOU INSERT:
3 missing commas?

lily

3 good adjectives?

dear mayor madison
thank you for visiting our school. I got excited when i heard
you were coming. my grandpa used to be a mayor. he knew
everybody in the town?

.

Unit 6 • Week 3 – Day 1
CTR—Revising & Editing: Character Letters

ANSWER KEY

march 13 2022

or !

when did you decide to become a mayor. I don’t think i

town. It seems like a lot of work?

.

or !

You said that you like talking to people in the town. who is
the most interesting person you have met. What do you
talk about with people in the town?
I am eager for you to write back.
I have some ideas i would like to
share with you.

?

DID YOU FIND:
15 capitalization errors?
4 incorrect end marks?

CAN YOU INSERT:

sincerely

3 missing commas?
3 good adjectives?

ryan

U6.45

to get people to vote for you. then you have to run the
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?

could ever do your job. It seems very hard. First, you have

Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet

WEEK 3 – DAY 2
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the Storytelling: Storyball Center, you will the Story Structure Tables developed in the center on Day 1.
You will also need a soft, safe-to-toss ball. (A small sponge ball or stuffed ball will work.) You will also need a
second sheet of chart paper for each group. See Center Rotations for details.
For the Revising & Editing: Character Letters Center, you will need one copy of each Character Letter
[Teacher Tablet Pages U638-U641] placed into a plastic sleeve. You will also need dry erase markers at the
center. One copy of each answer key is also needed. Place the answer keys in a folder in the center. (Note:
These are the exact same materials used in the center on Day 1.)

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with a sentences from a short story. Text from any
age-appropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Hooway for Wodney Wat,
9780618216123, https://www.mwfbooks.com/Titles/view/9108.) If time allows, read a complete short story
to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of words and
how he/she uses them to get the reader interested. Continue the discussion for as long as the students find
things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Display the Story Structure Table developed in the mini-lesson on Day 1. Briefly review the details with the
students, revisiting the sections of the organizer in the process.
Ask the students how many characters are in your story right now. (Only one is mentioned.) Wonder out loud
if a second character might make your story more interesting. Model adding a second character to your story
table. For example:
Hmm, I wonder if a second character could make my story more interesting. I am going to try to add
one and see if it does. So, I think I want my second character to be one of Jayce’s teammates. So, that
is the character I am going to add. In the “Who” column, I am going to add the name Caden. Caden
is going to be a teammate of Jayce’s. Next to Caden’s name, I am going to write, “a teammate.” Now,
the “What (Problem)” column does not change. Jayce, my main character, still has the same problem.
I am going to move on to the “Tries & Blocks” column. Now, I have some tries and blocks already
listed. I am going to revisit them. Would Caden have suggested that Jayce fiddle with his shoelaces
before a game? Maybe, but I don’t think that would make the best story. Maybe Caden first notices
Jayce’s problem when he sees Jayce’s shoe fly off at the start of a game. I like that. So in the “Block”
spot, I am going to add, “Caden sees Jayce’s shoe fly off.” Yeah, I like that. Now Caden knows that
Jayce has a problem. So then, maybe Caden suggests that Jayce try the what ends up working. Yeah, I
think I could write about their conversation. So, to the second “Try” spot, I am going to add, “Caden
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suggests Jayce,” so now that spot says, “Caden suggests Jayce find a quiet spot and thinks about
fun and practice.” And since that is the try that leads to the outcome. I don’t need to add anything
else unless I want Caden to celebrate with Jayce after the game. That sounds like a good ending. I
am going to add that. So now my “Outcome” column says, “He plays a great game and scores the
winning goal for his team, and Caden celebrates with him.”
Discuss the results with the students. Ask them how the second character makes the story you could write
more interesting. Explain that in the Storytelling: Storyball Center, they will have an opportunity to add a
second character to their stories from Day 1.
Note: For Day 3, you need to convert part of your completed Story Structure Table into the beginning of a
short story that lacks transitions. See mini-lesson on Day 3 for details.
Briefly review the directions for the Revising & Editing: Character Letters Center, and tell the students
they should work with a different letter from the one they corrected in Day 1.

Storytelling: Storyball, Part 2
MATERIALS: Have the Story Structure Table developed during Day 1 on display.
DIRECTIONS: Engage the group in brainstorming a second character for the story and adding that
character to the table. Then explain that you will toss the ball to one of them and that when they catch the
ball, they need to come up with a sentence to add to the story. The first student will state a sentence that has
to do with the “Who” column—e.g., Nora loved going to the library. As needed, help each student form an
appropriate sentence.
Write each sentence, without any transitions, onto a second sheet of chart paper. These will be used in
Day 3! Once a workable sentence has been stated, the student tosses the ball to another group member,
and that member adds a sentence for the next part of the organizer. For example, the second student adds
a sentence that identifies a problem or challenge—e.g., Nora walked to the library with her big brother, but the
library was closed. Make sure the second character gets added into the developing story at the appropriate
times. This continues until each student has contributed a sentence and the organizer has been completed.
Then, referring to the organizer and using as many of the students’ sentences as possible, retell the story to
the students. If necessary, add sentences to help the story flow and make sense.

Center Rotations
Review the center expectations. Tell each student at which center he/she will start. Send one group at a
time to its assigned center. Each rotation should last about 15-20 minutes.

CENTER
1

Storytelling
2

Revising & Editing

ACTIVITY
Storyball, Part 2 — see inset for details.

Character Letters — See the mini-lesson for details. The students should
complete one letter per center visit.

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Get the students in the Revising & Editing Center started, and then work with those in the Storytelling:
Storyball Center. See Center Rotations for details.
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WEEK 3 – DAY 3
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, you will need to convert part of your
Story Structure Table used for modeling in Days 1-2 into the
beginning of a short story that lacks transitions. See minilesson for details.

END

Transitions for the

MIDDLE

Transitions for the

BEGINNING

252
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For the Word Work: Transitions Sort Center, you will
need a jar and one set of transition sort cards cut into pieces
[TeacherTablet Page U6.51]. Students will use Student Portfolio
Page 252 at the center. You will also need one set of transition
sort cards for use in the mini-lesson. (Note: You will also need
one set of transition sort cards for each pair of students in the
center at one time on Day 4.)

Transitions for the

For the Storytelling: Storyball Center, you will need the Story
Structure Tables developed in the center on Day 1 and the text
developed on Day 2. See Center Rotations for details.

DIRECTIONS — Take turns picking a transition from the jar. Place each one in the correct transition column.

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

For the Revising & Editing: Character Letters Center, you
Portfolio Pages 252
will need one copy of each Character Letter [Teacher Tablet
Pages U6.42-U6.45] placed into a plastic sleeve. You will also need
dry erase markers at the center. One copy of each answer key is also needed. Place the answer keys in a folder
in the center. (Note: These are the exact same materials used in the center on Day 1.)

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with sentences from a short story. Text from any ageappropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: The Fly Flew In, 9780823429097,
https://www.mwfbooks.com/Titles/view/8038.) If time allows, read a complete short story to the students.
Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of words and how he/she uses
them to get the reader interested. Continue the discussion for as long as the students find things in the
sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Display the Story Structure Table used for modeling in Days 1-2, and the beginning of a story created from the
organizer. There should be no transitions in the text. For example:
Jayce had a problem. He got nervous before every soccer game. He was so nervous he kicked the ball the wrong
way. He was so nervous he caught the ball with his hands. He decided to try not thinking about the game. He
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spent several minutes tying, untying, and retying his shoes to distract himself. The referee blew the whistle.
Jayce ran down the field. His left shoe flew off his foot and into the air…
Read the text to the students. Discuss it with them. Point out that you used your Story Structure Table to help
you write the story so far. Ask the students if they got confused at any point—is it clear when things in the
story are happening?
Call out some of the transitions the students may recall from Unit 5. [Poster 5.2.2; Student Portfolio
Page 202].
transition words & phrases
Transitions for the

Transitions for the

First

Next

To begin

After that

For starters

Then

Start by

Later

Start with

In a while

To start

Meanwhile

BEGINNING

MIDDLE

Transitions for the

END

Finally
Last
Later
In conclusion
To finish

Poster 5.2.2

Ask the students what they remember about using transitions in their writing. Ask if they can remember the
the pattern: Connections help things flow. Then ask them if transitions could be helpful when writing a short
story.
Revise the short story on display, modeling the addition of transitions. For example:
Jayce had a problem. I like that beginning. I think it gets the reader’s attention. My next sentence
is: He got nervous before every soccer game. I think that sentence is a good second sentence. I don’t
need a transition there. Now, let me look at my third sentence: He was so nervous he kicked the ball
the wrong way. Hmm, when did that happen? I don’t tell my reader, so I think I need a transition
there. I am going to add, In one game, to the sentence, so now it says: In one game he was so nervous he
kicked the ball the wrong way. I like that. The connection helps my story flow, and it tells my reader
that this happened in one game. My next sentence says: He was so nervous he caught the ball with his
hands. Hmm, did that happen in the same game? No, that is not how I imagined it. This happened
in a different game. In fact, it was the next game. I am going to add a transitions there, so that my
sentence reads: In the next game, he was so nervous he caught the ball with his hands. Oh, I like how this
is sounding now! My next sentence says: He decided to try not thinking about the game. Hmm, when
did he decide that? I am going to add another transition so that this sentence says: Before the next
game, he decided to try not thinking about the game. That sounds better! My next sentence says: He spent
several minutes tying, untying, and retying his shoes to distract himself. I already told my reader that this
was happening before the next game, so I don’t think I need a transition there. Then I wrote: The
referee blew the whistle. Jayce ran down the field. His left shoe flew off his foot and into the air… That is all
happening in that game, so I don’t need any transitions. Now, let me read all that I have written so
far…
Discuss the difference with the students, emphasizing that transitions are helpful, but they are not needed in
every sentence.
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Word Work: Transitions Sort Center
Show the students the cards from the Word Work: Transitions Job Sort Center. Read each of the new
transitions to the students. (Several transitions were introduced in Unit 5.) Explain that when they work in
the Transitions Sort Center today, they should think about where in a story each one might be used and why.
For example, would a writer likely use It all began in the outcome section of a story? (Probably not because it is
about a beginning, not an end or outcome.)
Revising & Editing: Character Letters Center
Briefly review the directions for the Revising & Editing: Character Letters Center, and tell the students
they should work with a different letter than they corrected in Days 1-2.

Center Rotations
Review the center expectations. Tell each student at which center he/she will start. Note: You will want
the same groups at the Storytelling: Storyball Center as you had in Days 1-2. The rest of the class can
be divided for the remaining two centers. Send one group at a time to its assigned center. Each rotation
should last about 15-20 minutes.

CENTER
1

Storytelling

2

Word Work

3

Revising & Editing

ACTIVITY
Storyball — Display the text from the group’s story developed in Day 2. Work
together, guiding the students to recognize where to add transitions and which
transitions to use.

Transitions Sort — Student Portfolio Page 252. Encourage the students to
think about where each transition might be used as they place each one into their
portfolios.

Character Letters — See details from Day 1 [Teacher Tablet Page U6.37]. The
students should complete one letter per center visit.

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Get the students in the Word Work and Revising & Editing centers started, and then work with those
in the Storytelling: Storyball Center. See Center Rotations for details.
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CTR—Word Work: Transitions Sort Cards

One day

Later that
day

It all
began

Afterwards Soon after

Suddenly In the next
After a
while

The next
morning

Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet

WEEK 3 – DAY 4
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, you will need two students’ portfolios opened to Student Portfolio Page 248 (Character
Characteristics). You will also need a blank Story Structure Table displayed. See mini-lesson for details.
For the Storytelling: Character Combinations Center, you will need copies of the Story Structure Table
[Teacher Tablet Page U6.54]. You will need enough copies for each pair of students.
For the Word Work: Transition Word & Phrase Sort Center, you will need the sets of transition sort cards
used on Day 3 [Teacher Tablet Page U6.51]. You will need one set of cards for each pair of students that will be
in the center at one time. Students will use Student Portfolio Page 253 for the center.
For the Mechanics Review Center, students will use Student Portfolio Pages 254-255.
Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Character Characteristics

LOOKS

LOOKS

Unit 6

DIRECTIONS

Mechanics Review

Read each sentence. Use your revising and editing marks to correct any words
that should be capitalized. The first one is done for you.
1. On wednesday we will see aunt joyce.

DIRECTIONS

ACTIONS

Read each sentence. Then:v

LOOKS

1

Underline each noun.

2

Circle the verb.

3

Insert a strong adjective.

2. my cousin henry has a new puppy.

3. when we get there, i will play with the puppy.

The first one is done for you.
strong
1. The grass waved in the wind.

4. the puppy’s name is bailey.

254

DOES NOT LIKE

LOOKS

LOOKS

255
5. aunt joyce will take us to eastside park.

2. The birds flew over the lake.

6. henry and i are finally tall enough to ride the roller coaster!

3. Waves crashed on the shore.

4. Noah and Ava built a treehouse.

5. Avery jumped over the fence.

6. Luna and Leo rode bikes in the parade.

TURN THE PAGE

H
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248

Portfolio Pages 248, 254-255

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with sentences from a short story. Text from any ageappropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Duck at the Door, 9780061214387,
https://www.mwfbooks.com/Titles/view/8010.) If time allows, read a complete short story to the students.
Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of words and how he/she uses
them to get the reader interested. Continue the discussion for as long as the students find things in the
sentences to talk about.
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Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Show the students the “Character Characteristics” pages (Student Portfolio Page 248) from two students’
portfolios. Display a blank Story Structure Table [Teacher Tablet Page U6.54]. Explain that the students
are going to help you complete the organizer using the two characters from the students’ portfolios. Review
the details of each character for the students. Then lead the class through the completion of the organizer,
establishing possible story details for each sections (Who, What (Problem), Tries & Blocks, Outcome). Make
sure the second character is included at appropriate times and placed on the organizer.
Storytelling: Character Combinations Center
Explain that this is what the students will be doing at the Storytelling: Character Combinations Center
today. They will work with a partner and complete a Story Structure Table that has their “Character Creations”
as the “Who” for the possible story.
Word Work: Transition Sort Center
Direct the students to Student Portfolio Page 253. Explain that in the Word Work: Transition Word &
Phrase Sort Center, they will work with a partner to first sort the cards into two groups: one-word transitions,
and transition phrases (more than one word). Once they have the cards sorted, they should write the
transitions into the correct sections of the portfolio page.
Direct the students to Student Portfolio Pages 254-255. Briefly review the directions and explain that completing the page will the be the third center today.

Center Rotations
Review the center expectations. Tell each student at which center he/she will start. Send one group at a
time to its assigned center. Each rotation should last about 15-20 minutes.

CENTER
1

Storytelling

2

Word Work

3

Mechanics

ACTIVITY
Character Combinations — See mini-lesson for details. Collect the completed
Story Structure Maps at the end of each center rotation. Save these for use in
Day 5.

Transitions Sort — Student Portfolio Page 253. Encourage the students to
think about where each transition might be used as they place each one into their
portfolios.

Review — Student Portfolio Pages 254-255.

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Get the students in the Word Work and Mechanics Review centers started, and then work with those
in the Storytelling: Character Combinations Center. See Center Rotations for details.
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WHO

WHAT
Try

TRY and BLOCK
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OUTCOME

Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet
Story Structure Table

Unit 6 • Week 3 – Day 5

WEEK 3 – DAY 5
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, you will need the Story Structure Tables from the Storytelling: Character
Combinations Center in Day 4. You will also need one set of transition cards from the Word Work:
Transitions Sort Center used in Day 4 [Teacher Tablet Page U6.51].
No centers are used on this day.

TEACHER NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with sentences from a short story. Text from any ageappropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Badger’s Fancy Meal, 9780142412718,
https://www.mwfbooks.com/Titles/view/7399.) If time allows, read a complete short story to the students.
Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of words and how he/she uses
them to get the reader interested and on how the writer uses transitions. Continue the discussion for as long as
the students find things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Distribute one set of transition cards, giving one to each of up to 10 students. Select one pair of students and
show the students the Story Structure Table the pair completed. Explain that the pair of students are going to
tell their story to the students, and while they do, the students should listen for places where a transition can
be used. If they have a transition that could be used in a spot, they should hold up the card.
Have the selected pair of students begin telling their story, referring to their graphic organizer for direction.
Help both the students telling the stories and those listening for transition possibilities so that the activity
flows as smoothly as possible.
Once the pair have told their story, redistribute the transition cards and have a second pair of students use
their Story Structure Table created in Day 4 to tell their story. As before, allow students to indicate where they
hear places for transitions and which transitions should be used.
Repeat for as long as desired or until each pair of students has had an opportunity to tell its story.
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WEEK 4 – DAY 1
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, you will need a blank Character Bubble Map [Teacher Tablet Page U6.58], and a
blank Story Structure Table [Teacher Tablet Page U6.54], displayed for the students to see and
reference. (Save these for use on other days in this week.) Students will use Student Portfolio
Pages 256-258 for the mini-lesson’s activity.
No centers are used on this day.

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Character Creation

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Unit 6

DIRECTIONS

DIRECTIONS

Follow your teacher’s directions.

ADJECTIVES

NOUNS

Use the space below to create your own character. Add any details that will make
your character interesting.

VERBS

DIRECTIONS

256

257

258
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Use the space below to draw your character. Add any details that will make
your character interesting.

LOOKS

ACTIONS

LOOKS

LOOKS

LIKES

DOES NOT LIKE

LOOKS

LOOKS

Portfolio Pages 256-258

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with sentences from a short story. Text from any
age-appropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Down on the Farm,
9780823419852, https://www.mwf books.com/Titles/view/8843.) If time allows, read a complete short
story to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of
words and how he/she uses them to get the reader interested and on how the writer uses transitions.
Continue the discussion for as long as the students find things in the sentences to talk about.
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Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Display the blank Story Structure Table. With the students contributing, briefly review the various parts of
the organizer and discuss what kind of information goes into each spot.
Return to the first column on the table, the “Who” column. Emphasize that in this column, a writer might list
all the major characters he/she wants to include in a story. Remind the students that a character is more than a
name.
Display the blank Character Bubble Map. Review the organizer with the students. If necessary, briefly model
how to think and use the organizer to develop a character. (See Week 2 for a reminder on how to use the
organizer, Teacher Tablet Page U6.31.)
Explain that today, the students will begin planning their own short stories. Direct them to Student Portfolio
Pages 256-258. Point out the space for the students to draw a picture of a character they would like to use in a
story [Student Portfolio Page 256], and the associated table for listing adjectives, nouns, and verbs [Student
Portfolio Page 257]. Give the students directions for the table: 1) In the middle column, list nouns they see
in their drawing, 2) in the left column, list adjectives that describe each noun, and 3) in the right column, list
actions their character might do. Finally, explain that the students will create a bubble map of their characters
on Student Portfolio Page 258.
Send the students back to their desks to work on the portfolio pages. Provide as much work time as possible so
most students can complete all the activities on the portfolio pages.

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Some students may struggle with the freedom of creating their own character for their own stories.
Meet with these students, either individually or in a small group, to support them as needed.
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Character Bubble Map

LOOKS
ACTIONS

LOOKS
LOOKS

LIKES
DOES NOT LIKE

LOOKS
LOOKS

Unit 6 • Week 4 – Day 2

WEEK 4 – DAY 2
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, you will need a copy of the rubric [Teacher
Tablet Page 60] to display. You will also need the blank
Character Bubble Map and Story Structure Table used in Day 1
[Teacher Tablet Pages U6.54 and U6. 58].

Mini-Lesson

OUTCOME
Block
TRY and BLOCK
Try
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259

WHAT

Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with sentences
from a short story. Text from any age-appropriate, illustrated,
fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Click, Clack,
Moo : Cows That Type, 9781442433700, https://www.mwfbooks.
com/Titles/view/8069.) If time allows, read a complete short
story to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences
interesting. Talk about the writer’s choice of words and how
he/she uses them to get the reader interested and on how the
writer uses transitions. Continue the discussion for as long as the
students find things in the sentences to talk about.

the story you want to write. Complete each section of the organizer. Then show it
to your teacher.
EDITOR'S INITIALS

WHO

TEACHING NOTES

Unit 6

DIRECTIONS Use the organizer below to think about the important details of

Portfolio Page 259

Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area. Begin by displaying the rubric [Teacher Tablet Page 60].
Briefly review each of the descriptors. (You will be working with the students, referencing the rubric
throughout the rest of the week.)
Display the blank Story Structure Table, and briefly review its sections. In the “Who” section, remind the
students that they should put all the important characters for their stories. So, for example, if they plan to
have a second character like they did in their recent Storytelling experiences, they should write that character
into the organizer. Explain that today the students will be completing their own organizers in preparation to
write their own stories. Direct the students to Student Portfolio Page 259. Point out the Story Structure Table.
Note the additional space in the “Tries & Blocks” column. Explain that although the table only has one “Try
& Block” spot before the try that leads to the outcome, the students may add additional tries and blocks by
drawing in their own spots in between the two. Explain that doing this may give their stories more suspense.
Finally, point out the spot for “Editor’s Initials” at the bottom of the page. Explain that each student needs to
show you a completed organizer before beginning to write the first draft of a story.
Send the students back to their desks to work on the portfolio page. Provide as much work time as possible so
most students can complete a Story Structure Table.

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Some students may struggle with the freedom of creating their own character for their own stories.
Meet with these students, either individually or in a small group, to support them as needed.
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Additional revisions
may minimally improve
the text.

Additional
development or
revision may add
elements of suspense,
such as more tries
and blocks before the
outcome, to the story's
plot.

Additional
development or
revision would improve
the overall flow of the
story.

The story lacks
transitions that tell a
reader who something
is happening and that
help the story flow
smoothly.

The story flows
smoothly from
beginning to middle
to end. The writer uses
good transitions.

The story flows
smoothly from
beginning to middle
to end. The writer uses
good transitions.

Story features
elements of suspense
or anticipation that
help keep the reader's
interest.

Writing presents a short
story of at least one
paragraph in length,
with a problem or
conflict resolved by the
main character.

Writing presents a short
story of at least one
paragraph in length,
with a problem or
conflict resolved by the
main character.

Writing presents a short
story of at least one
paragraph in length,
with a problem or
conflict resolved by the
main character.

ADEQUATE

PROFICIENT

EXEMPLARY

SHORT STORY RUBRIC
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Additional
development or
revision is needed to
significantly improve
the story's content and
structure.

Writing fails to present
a short story of at
least one paragraph in
length, with a problem
or conflict resolved by
the main character.

NOT YET

Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet
Short Story Rubric

Unit 6 • Week 4 – Day 3

WEEK 4 – DAY 3
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, students will use Student Portfolio Page 259. You will also need writing paper for the
students to write the rough drafts of their stories.

TEACHING NOTES
Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with sentences from a short story. Text from any ageappropriate, illustrated, fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: The Case of the Weird Blue Chicken :
The Next Misadventure, 9781442496804, https://www.mwfbooks.com/Titles/view/8630.) If time allows, read
a complete short story to the students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s
choice of words and how he/she uses them to get the reader interested and on how the writer uses transitions.
Continue the discussion for as long as the students find things in the sentences to talk about.

Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Unit 6

OUTCOME

the story you want to write. Complete each section of the organizer. Then show it
to your teacher.
EDITOR'S INITIALS

At the end of the time, collect the rough drafts.
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Try
WHAT

Send the students back to their desks and distribute writing
paper to each one. Have the students begin writing the rough
drafts of their stories.

259

WHO

Explain that what they just did—using the Story Structure
Table to tell their stories—is what they need to do as writers.
The difference is that they will write down their sentences for a
reader rather than saying them out loud to a listener.

TRY and BLOCK

Block

Direct the students to Student Portfolio Page 259 (Prewriting:
My Story). Explain that before they write their stories, they will
use the Story Structure Table to tell their story to a partner, as
they did in the Storytelling centers in previous weeks. Partner
the students and have them tell their stories. Move throughout
the group, listening and offering suggestions as needed.

DIRECTIONS Use the organizer below to think about the important details of

Portfolio Page 259

Coaching/Small Group Instruction
Some students may struggle with the freedom of creating their own character for their own stories.
Meet with these students, either individually or in a small group, to support them as needed.
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Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet

WEEK 4 – DAY 4
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, collect a few sentences from the students’ rough drafts. These will be used to model
revisions: transitions, addition of adjectives, added suspense.

TEACHING NOTES

Mini-Lesson
Call the students to the mini-lesson meeting area.
Display a sentence or pair of sentences from a student’s rough
draft. Talk about the sentences, emphasizing what in them is
already strong. Then model a possible revision. For example:



Short Story Checklist

DIRECTIONS
Use the questions below to check each sentence and make corrections.
Did I use a capital letter at the beginning of this sentence?
Did I use names in this sentence? If so, did I use a capital letter
at the beginning of each first and last name?
Did I capitalize the word I?
Did I capitalize the names of days of the week and months of the year?
260
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Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with sentences
from a short story. Text from any age-appropriate, illustrated,
fictional book will likely work. (One possibility: Axle Annie,
9780142300145, https://www.mwfbooks.com/Titles/
view/6427.) If time allows, read a complete short story to the
students. Discuss what makes the sentences interesting. Talk
about the writer’s choice of words and how he/she uses them to
get the reader interested and on how the writer uses transitions.
Continue the discussion for as long as the students find things in
the sentences to talk about.

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio

Did I put the right end mark at the end of this sentence?
Did I put a comma between adjectives in a series?
Did I make sure this sentence expresses a complete thought?

Portfolio Page 260

Okay, so this writer wrote: The boat sank. I like that sentence. It has a strong verb: sank. The writer
could have written: The boat began to go under water. But that would not have been as strong as the
short sentence she wrote. Now, when I look at the sentence before this, I know that the writer’s
character, Eva, and Eva’s cat climbed into the boat. I don’t know if the boat sank right away, or if it
was after they had been in the boat for a while. [Asks the writer.] Oh, so the boat began to sink right
away! Okay, so I am going to tell the reader that. I can do that by adding a transition to the beginning
of the sentence. If it happened right away, that is the transition phrase I could use: Right away, the boat
sank. Wow, now I know what is happening and when it is happening. That strong sentence just got
even stronger because it is clearer.
Do similar modeling with other sentences from the students’ rough drafts. Model adding adjectives to help a
reader “see” the story more clearly, and adding an extra try and block to give the story more suspense.
Have the students return to their desks, distribute the rough drafts of short stories, and have the students
continue to work. Begin your coaching sessions with each students during this time, helping them recognize
and make revisions that will move the writing up the rubric.
As individual students become ready for it, direct them to Student Portfolio Page 260 (Mechanics Checklist)
and have them edit their writing.

U6.62
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Unit 6 • Week 4 – Day 5

WEEK 4 – DAY 5
OBJECTIVES
Y Given teacher support, each student identifies
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student uses
pronouns correctly in original sentences.

Y Given teacher support, each student replaces
selected nouns in sentences with appropriate
pronouns.

Y Given teacher support, each student writes a
short story, at least one paragraph in length,
with a problem or conf lict resolved by the
main character.

NOTES
For the mini-lesson, the students will need their short stories in their current state (revised, revisions in
process, edited, editing in process). They will also use Student Portfolio Page 260.
Grammar Pauses and optional Assessment materials are included at the end of this lesson.

TEACHING NOTES

Mini-Lesson
Remind the students of the rubric descriptors and explain that
today is the final day for work on their stories. Tell the students
to read through their stories to look for transitions, added
suspense, and anything else that may make their stories even
stronger. Remind them to use the Checklist [Student Portfolio
Page 260] to edit their stories.
As individuals become ready, distribute clean writing paper for the
students to use for the final versions of their stories.

Writer's Stylus: Ruby—Student Portfolio



Short Story Checklist

DIRECTIONS
Use the questions below to check each sentence and make corrections.
Did I use a capital letter at the beginning of this sentence?
Did I use names in this sentence? If so, did I use a capital letter
at the beginning of each first and last name?
Did I capitalize the word I?
Did I capitalize the names of days of the week and months of the year?
260
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Engage students in Acquaintance and Analysis with sentences
from a short story. To celebrate the students’ work, read
sentences (or entire stories) written by the students. Discuss
what makes the sentences interesting. Talk about the writer’s
choice of words and how he/she uses them to get the reader
interested and on how the writer uses transitions. Continue the
discussion for as long as the students find things in the sentences
to talk about.

Did I put the right end mark at the end of this sentence?
Did I put a comma between adjectives in a series?
Did I make sure this sentence expresses a complete thought?

Portfolio Page 260

An optional assessment is provided [Teacher Tablet Pages U6.64-U6.65]. This may be given on this or a later
day.
Two Grammar Pauses follow this unit: Articles and Homophones (close, clothes) [Student Portfolio
Pages 261-266]. This may be used at any time during or after the unit. These are intentionally quick looks at
mechanics’ elements. Simply review the information on the portfolio pages with the students and complete
the practice exercises together. NOTE: Answer Key on Teacher Tablet Pages U6.68-U6.73
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U6.63

Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet

NAME

Unit
Assessment
DIRECTIONS
Read each word in the chart below. Then:
1.

Color each box that has a noun red.

2.

Color each box that has a verb blue.

3.

Color each box that has an adjective yellow.

walks

girl

throws

cow

blue

tiny

one

tall

ran

bird

jumps

chair

sad

whispers

lazy

cup

DIRECTIONS
Choose one noun, one verb, and one adjective from the chart. Use all three of
them in a sentence.

U6.64
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Unit 6 • Week 4 – Day 5

DIRECTIONS
Read each sentence. Use the editing mark (triple underline) on any letters that
should be capitalized. The first one is done for you.
1. in june, we will visit aunt jo in arizona.

2. next sunday, i will see uncle jon at church.

3. my trip to country campground in june got canceled.

4. avery skates in a show this saturday.

5. mr. cane drives our soccer team to games every friday night.

6. pastor hudson tells funny jokes.

Underline each pronoun in these sentences. The first one is done for you.
1. Henry threw the football. He hoped Marcus would catch it.
2. Andy and I watched the movie. We liked the ending.
3. Mia and Lily went to the bookstore. They both bought new books.
4. Mrs. Jackson drove to the park. Then she ran five miles!
5. The basket was full of cupcakes. It made the campers very happy.
6. Carter carried the card to the post office. He dropped the card into the
mailbox.
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U6.65

ANSWER KEY

Writer’s Stylus: Ruby—Teacher Tablet

NAME

Unit
Assessment
DIRECTIONS
Read each word in the chart below. Then:
7.

Color each box that has a noun red.

8.

Color each box that has a verb blue.

9.

Color each box that has an adjective yellow.

walks

girl

throws

cow

blue

tiny

one

tall

ran

bird

jumps

chair

sad

whispers

lazy

cup

DIRECTIONS
Choose one noun, one verb, and one adjective from the chart. Use all three of
them in a sentence. Answers will vary

U6.66
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DIRECTIONS
Read each sentence. Use the editing mark (triple underline) on any letters that
should be capitalized. The first one is done for you.

ANSWER KEY

Unit 6 • Week 4 – Day 5

1. in june, we will visit aunt jo in arizona.

2. next sunday, i will see uncle jon at church.

3. my trip to country campground in june got canceled.

4. avery skates in a show this saturday.

5. mr. cane drives our soccer team to games every friday night.

6. pastor hudson tells funny jokes.

Underline each pronoun in these sentences. The first one is done for you.
1. Henry threw the football. He hoped Marcus would catch it.
2. Andy and I watched the movie. We liked the ending.
3. Mia and Lily went to the bookstore. They both bought new books.
4. Mrs. Jackson drove to the park. Then she ran five miles!
5. The basket was full of cupcakes. It made the campers very happy.
6. Carter carried the card to the post office. He dropped the card into the
mailbox.
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